Panspermia
For years I have maintained that “human” biological life did not begin here on planet Earth but rather it was
started perhaps in a distant place far, far from our galaxy. The principle of Panspermia states that life originated
someplace else and was deposited on Earth’s surface by means of a collision with some other object that already
harbored intelligent life. In some of Zecharia Sitchin’s work, he speaks of an ancient Sumerian account where
Earth/Tiamat, collided with Nibiru/Marduk in a celestial battle. Accordingly, Earth became “seeded” by this
collision thus making life on Earth possible. That being the case, the life forms that existed on Nibiru/Marduk
were already well into existence on other planets throughout the Universe. Nobel Prize winner Professor Francis
Crick suggested that the seeds of life may have been purposely spread by an advanced extraterrestrial
civilization facing catastrophic annihilation, or hoping to terra-form planets for later colonization. But exactly
where and how did life begin on these other planets? Well, as we begin to see just how far back life actually
goes, we can better understand that human life didn’t actually begin here on planet Earth but based upon the
most accepted understanding, life for humans originated in the Lyran constellation and was then deposited here
on Earth to evolve into greater aspects of itself.
Science suggests that many of the organic compounds which are components of life on Earth were already
present in the early solar system. The theory of “exogenesis” puts forth the idea that life on Earth was
transferred from elsewhere in the Universe. Given the fact that life existed in the Cosmos long before arriving
here on Earth, we must still take into consideration how human evolution cannot be explained among singlecelled organisms; hence the programs for higher evolution must have therefore come from an intelligent
genealogy.
Unfortunately, most people find the concept of life existing elsewhere hard to believe. This may be due to a
religious foundation or one based upon a biblical understanding. But, it’s no secret that biblical accounts of
creation are solely based upon Sumerian and Babylonian texts (among other prior civilizations) which deals
primarily with the creation of the first “Adammu” or human-reptilian hybrid by the Nefilim visitors. However,
humanoid forms have existed for eons in various parts of the Universe only not in primate form as we now do.
Accordingly, prior to a spontaneous genetic upgrade by these highly advanced visitors (so-to-speak), Man had
only progressed to the point of Cro-Magnon which was a very primitive form of being. As a result of genetic inbreeding and cross-breeding, a newer more advanced and intelligent form of Man was created in what we now
call “Homo Sapien” or “Thinking Man.” This advanced human evolution by millions of years and even
scientists today still can’t seem to understand how this could have taken place without factoring this possibility
into their scenario. I know for some of us this might be a far stretch for the imagination, but understand this; life
did not begin here on this planet a mere 6,000 years ago in the so-called “Garden of Eden.” That’s absurd.
There were ancient civilizations such as Lemuria, Mu and Atlantis which date as far back as 10,000 to 12,000
years. In fact, Sitchin’s account alone dates as far back as 300,000 to 400,000 years.
Today, science has discovered human remains dating as far back as a million years and yet some people still
hold the Genesis account to be accurate. In some of Edgar Cayce’s readings, he was able to go as far back as 10
million years where ancient civilizations existed on this planet. One has to wonder, if this planet was formed
some 4.5 billion years ago, why would life on this planet be limited to such a short period of time when the
earliest possible emergence of life in the Universe was about 12.7 billion years ago? I know we have to allow
for the cooling off of the planets and the proper conditions to support life through evolution. However, the
“Precambrian” fossil record indicates that life appeared soon after the Earth was formed. This would imply that
life appeared within several hundred million years when conditions became favorable. On May 11, 2001,
Geologist Bruno D’Argenio and molecular biologist Giuseppe Geraci from the University of Naples announced
the finding of extraterrestrial bacteria inside a meteorite estimated to be over 4.5 billion years old. Needless to

say, the Universe, as well as planet Earth, has been inhabited by intelligent beings far longer than the bible’s
Adam and Eve.
Panspermia actually means “seeds everywhere” and it has quickly become a viable theory which postulates how
humans were parented through a celestial lineage that I believe has continued to monitor the growth and
progress of its progeny as indicated by this statement:
“Today, the Panspermia hypothesis has finally achieved some measure of scientific respectability. Although it
remains the orthodox view that life evolved in situ (naturally) on this world and, possibly, many others, there is
mounting evidence of at least some extraterrestrial input to the formative stages of planet-based biology.”
These Cosmic parents of ours consisted of many different forms of intelligence ranging from Bird-like beings,
to Reptiles, Felines, Amphibians and many other forms some of which are non-physical. Many of these
advanced races were from various constellations throughout the Universe but primarily humanoid beings were
first created in the Lyran constellation with the help of advanced races such as the Orions, the Sirians, and the
Pleiadians. All total, there were about twelve different types of beings that took part in our creation each of
which provided a particular code within our genetic make-up. This might be why the number (12) has had such
a huge significance for us. In truth, we were designed to be multidimensional beings with the ability to
communicate with our various lines of Ascendants. And since we know how life can only descend from
ancestors at least as highly evolved as itself, our evolution to higher forms depends on our genetic programs that
come from our celestial parentage. Human beings were originally designed to have a 12-stranded DNA
structure which would enable galactic communication, but through genetic tampering and manipulation, this
system has been decoded preventing us from becoming our true intergalactic selves. Nevertheless, it is known
that intelligent life can only come from prior intelligent life. Therefore, this intelligent life must have always
existed in some form or another and what we have thought of as “evolution” is actually humans naturally
developing into their original form as highly evolved beings. Contrary to religious belief, it is now widely
accepted that space actually contains the ingredients for life. And while Panspermia does not attempt to provide
an explanation for evolution or where and how life itself began, it does however; attempt to solve the mysteries
of the origin of life on planet Earth.
Life itself is eternal and we are just one expression of a vast and magnificent Intelligence. This Intelligence is
creation, it is life and it is manifest throughout the millions of galaxies all of which harbor life in the most
diverse forms. Life doesn’t have to be physical to exist. This might be the reason why we have had such a
difficult time discovering other “life forms.” It is because we lack the means to do so. Or perhaps it is because
we are seeking something possessing physical “form” when in reality, higher forms of existence can be
“formless.” God exists in all forms, shapes and variations to include creations we have yet to discover. The
human eye can only see ultra-violet lights and anything beyond that spectrum, we fail to see. Because we can’t
see it, we deem it non-existent. But in reality, there is far more to this multitude of galaxies and Universes than
we will ever know. God is life, but exactly when and how life came to be escapes human logic. All I know is
that we have limited ourselves to the belief that human beings are the only life forms to exist. It is utterly
pompous of us to think such a thing for to do so would render God limited to this one form of dynamic
expression. We pride ourselves on being created in the “image and likeness of God,” when in truth this could
never be for God is the un-manifest energy of the Cosmos ever expanding into greater aspects of itself. The
idea that we were to be created in the “image and likeness of the gods” was uttered by Enki (Nefilim) in his
attempts to create a primitive slave race through invitro-fertillization methods in ancient Africa which later
became intelligent, thinking humans. These were the human-reptilian crossbreed of Sumer. But even these
visitors themselves are expressions of the One and eternal stream of God that permeates all life forms. This life
force courses through the veins of every living creature and it is eternal. It is God and we are its expression.
Therefore, we are God made manifest in human form. But we are not the totality of its design nor of its
expression for we are just a single microbe in the grand scheme of life.

